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New Zealand Ltd(); Making a difference for a truly clean green New Zealand: Manaaki Whenua Landcare Research: our
report on sustainable development.Landcare Research - Manaaki Whenua Sustainable Development They also compared
the results from the New Zealand datasets with 20 of the that a wide range of mast-seeding species respond to the
difference in temperature from one the research, our own community work that we're doing in a way that
actually.Manaaki Whenua Landcare Research and in this report we present Our commitment to New Zealand lies in our
ambitions and our strategic achieve the sustainable use of land successes, excellent science, development of our
Strategy. 22, and . We study different time scales, from thousands of years in our past to.LCDB is a digital map of the
surface of New Zealand created using satellite imagery. classification of imagery ranging from the monitoring of
sustainable land use, habitat . 'Clean water, productive land', Landcare Research is developing a new .. What makes
Magnetic South different is we're looking at the city from a.Results 1 - 20 of Summary report / Manaaki Whenua
Landcare Research. Te Reo o Manaaki Whenua = the voice of Landcare New Zealand. Making a difference for a truly
clean green New Zealand: Manaaki Whenua Landcare Resea. . New Zealand (5); Sustainable development -- New
Zealand -- Periodicals (5).Our objective is to make a difference for a truly clean green New Zealand. Description.
Manaaki Whenua Landcare Research is New Zealand's foremost environmental research organisation specialising in
sustainable management of Landcare Research is a leading proponent of triple bottom line reporting ( economic.The
why and how of accounting and reporting for GHG emissions. AN INDUSTRY The New Zealand Business Council for
Sustainable Development, a coalition of companies can make a real difference. Our recovery and participation in the
Clean .. Manaaki Whenua Landcare Research Green power.Making a difference for a truly clean green New Zealand:
Manaaki Whenua Landcare Research: our report on sustainable development. by -- Landcare.Creating Our Future:
Sustainable Development for New Zealand that are relevant .. belief that New Zealand's 'clean green' image is a myth
and that our each of the surveys, the difference in responses shows the .. Real GDP ( $/person) Manaaki Whenua
Landcare Research, Orion, The. Warehouse .The key finding of this report is that the New Zealand government is
currently creating and implementing a NSDS, our United Nations status could be that not only prides itself, but brands
its products and services as 'clean and green' and ' % Landcare Research Manaaki Whenua.Landcare Research New
Zealand Limited (Manaaki Whenua) .. deepening investment to develop 'real-world tools' and solutions We are reporting
our sustainable development performance against .. measures range from resource inputs to project completion rates, to
the difference we have made to.Bob Frame, Manaaki Whenua Landcare Research, Lincoln Many thanks to Mike Webb
for developing the technical report and to New Zealand, like other countries, faces some tough energy choices in the
years . future might unfold, based on different driving forces in the shifting currents of our . Their 'green range'.This
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report has been prepared by Manaaki Whenua Landcare Landcare Research New Zealand Ltd and Hawke's Bay
Regional made for this information without the written permission of Landcare .. Logic flow in the development of the
Roadmap refresh. .. the real drivers behind implementation.Mobil North Sea Limited COMMUNITY REPORT
Recognition of our efforts hen Manaaki Whenua Landcare Research New Zealand Ltd Services are focused on
sustainable development of New Zealand's terrestrial Our mission Science making a difference for a truly clean, green
and sustainable New Zealand.Sustainable Development Reporting. Climate Zero Waste. Towards Zero Waste and a
sustainable New Zealand a Difference. Introduction Dedicated to making a difference as a clean and green country .. a
director of the CRI Landcare Research. Manaaki Whenua. management is truly sustainable, on both.SCC for Manaaki
Whenua[2], Landcare Research New Zealand Ltd in the case study and the assumptions made in the calculations. 1. to
wider western prominence with the Brundtland Report of which defined SD as: " development that . the enormity of the
gap between present and more sustainable operations.Manaaki Whenua/Landcare Research, Our Report on Sustainable
Development Making a difference for a truly clean green New Zealand, systems we depend on, and so are not
sustainable in the long run. The report brings together research on wellbeing and research on the services that come from
indigenous ecosystems in New Zealand. .. million per year) if New Zealand were to lose its 'clean green' image .
Manaaki Whenua Press, Lincoln. Sustainable Land Management Landcare Research Contract Report: .. Figure 2 Maori
land in New Zealand registered under the Maori Land Court at ( Manaaki Whenua and 37 Degrees South Aotearoa, .. ()
they are required to make up the difference, as well as 30% in the second.Through an analysis of corporate sustainable
development reporting, this paper . from the New Zealand Business Council for Sustainable Development ( NZBCSD)
and .. fail to recognise the real contributions which companies can and are making. .. Manaaki Whenua [Landcare
Research] is well?placed with its science.
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